
CLOSING CASE OF IKEA

QUESTION 1: How has the globalization of markets benefited IKEA? QUESTION 2: How has the globalization of
production benefited IKEA? QUESTION 3: What does the IKEA story teach you about the limits of treating the entire
world as a single integrated global market place?.

This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. Ikea tries to avoid high shipping
costs by working with suppliers in each of its big markets. Get Essay The company is able to use the same
colors and designs in its warehouse style stores worldwide. Ikea owns manufacturing facilities in nine
countries, employing roughly 20, people. Operations will move to Europe, where the company says it can cut
costs. In justifying its decision, Ikea pointed to raw material prices, which it said are higher in the United
States than Europe. ANSWER: The globalization of production refers to the tendency among many firms to
source goods and services from different locations around the globe in an attempt to take advantage of national
differences in the cost and quality of factors of production, thereby allowing them to compete more effectively
against their rivals. Its basic strategy is to sell Swedish-inspired furnishings and households goods to middle
class consumers across the globe at low prices. ANSWER: The globalization of markets refers to the fact that
in many industries historically distinct and separate national markets are merging into one huge global
marketplace in which the tastes and preferences of consumers in different nations are beginning to converge
upon some global norm. Students will probably point out that IKEA learned this lesson in the early s when it
tried to sell bedding in the United States that was sized in centimeters rather than the king, queen, twin sizing
that is common in the United States. For example, the company uses ten different suppliers for its most
popular sofa frame. The company has been investing in online pickup services and digital fulfillment centers,
and in bought TaskRabbit, an online marketplace for finding gig workers. In the United States, for example,
bedding products were changed to reflect American-style sizing, and in China, delivery services are offered,
and stores are located close to public transportation since car ownership is low. The Danville facility, which
opened in , employs workers. IKEA has been able to benefit from this trend by following a strategy that is
largely standardized. Now, as IKEA is expanding into China, it is once again identifying where its strategy can
be standardized, and where it needs to be adapted to the local market. The Swedish company will end
production this December at its plant in Danville, Virginia. Inside the stores are products that are essentially
the same from market to marketâ€”inexpensive household items and furniture that are sold nearly the same
way everywhere. The company said it could ultimately create 11, jobs as a result of this shift. Wooden
products including shelves and storage units are made at the plant. Ikea operates plants in European countries
including Poland, Russia and Sweden. IKEA realizes that while there are gains to be made through
standardization, standardization is not always the best strategy. Because Ikea aims to reduce its prices by
percent each year, finding the right supplier is critical to the success of the firm. A recent shift in Ikea's retail
strategy to adapt to the growth of online shopping has led to job cuts in other parts of the business. How to cite
this page Choose cite format:. IKEA believes that by having suppliers in Europe, China, and the United States,
rather than sourcing from a single location, it can minimize shipping costs. In some cases, though, IKEA has
had to adapt to local market needs. IKEA also found out that Americans liked bigger sofas, deeper drawers,
bigger glasses, and longer curtains. Copyright Scripps Media, Inc. All rights reserved. The globalization of
production has enabled IKEA to focus on efficiency. It's also been opening smaller stores in big cities to
attract younger shoppers. IKEA relies on some 1, suppliers located in 53 countries. Ikea did not immediately
respond when asked whether tariffs played a role in its decision.


